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Sydney tourism is the most important part of the city. The city is said to receive about 7 million
domestic visitors and 2.7 million international visitors every year. Sydney tours have a number of
attractions that lure the visitors to visit this place several times. It is located in the coastal region and
hence is popular for its awesome and breathtaking beaches. Sydney tourism takes you along many
sights and attractions as follows:

The Domain: It is the area behind the parliament house and Hyde oark Narracks is a park called the
Domain. It is a large recreational are, and a favorite with lunch time joggers.

Sydney Opera house: it is wonder of 20th century architecture. The petals of Opera house are laid
on the water and looks out of this world.

Sydney Harbour Bridge: it took eight long years to construct and links the city with North Sydney. It
carries eight lanes of road traffic and two railway tracks which form part of the cityâ€™s rail suburban
network.

Town Hall Precinct: the town hall comprises of Sydney town hall, St. Andrews cathedral and the
queen Victoriaâ€™s building.

Circular Quay: Circular Quay is both a getaway to city and the harbour. It is the place where first
European settlement began.

Macquarie Street:  it comprises of the state Library of New south Wales, Parliament house, Sydney
hospital, the old Mint and Hyde Park Barracks and the land tiles office.

Bondi Beach: Bondi Beach has featured on more post cards and in more television travel shows
and films than any other beach of Australia.

Coogee : it is considered as a good beach for beach visitors. It has a paved esplanade around the
beach with several restaurants and cafes and two most popular hotels with accommodation, bars
and entertainment.

Double bay: it comprises of many Sydneyâ€™s exclusive fashion boutique for men and women and real
antique.

The rocks:  The Rocks has the biggest concentration of historic building in Sydney. Most have been
recycled with house, shops, restaurants, art galleries etc.

Hyde Park: it is the biggest patch of green city; it starts at Queens square and extents two city
blocks to Liverpool Street.

China town: Sydney has large Chinese community, originally made up of Cantonese speakers of
southern China who arrived in 1850s. It is bustling enclave of restaurants, shops and supermarkets
on the southern fringe of the city.

One can also visit places like Daring harbour, AMP tower, St Maryâ€™s Cathedral, Parliament house,
IMAX Theater, Ocean world, Museums, nature and wildlife on Sydney tour.
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